
IP Video Made Easy

Op-Center Enterprise DVR Management
Nextiva

Op-Center™ is an enterprise DVR management solution 
that allows managers and system administrators to remotely 
monitor, manage, and troubleshoot all networked DVRs from a  
central location.

Designed for use with the Nextiva NetDVR™ II, NetDVR, 
microDVR™ II, and microDVR, Op-Center enables 
organizations to manage DVR properties, passwords, and 
firmware, promoting superior system uptime, enhanced 
management control, and improved operational uniformity. 
The software is optimized for low-bandwidth environments, 
allowing enterprise DVRs to be scanned and updated in 
mere minutes.

Intuitive Interface for Simplifying DVR Checkups
Op-Center can make the management of thousands 
of remote DVRs as simple as managing a single site. A 
dashboard displays DVR information in an easy-to-read, 
color-coded format, with red, yellow, and green indicators, 
so users can see at a glance the operational status of all 
networked DVRs.

System administrators can also perform extensive system 
health and status checks, displaying more than 30 pieces 
of information related to system DVRs, including total 

storage capacity and free space, percentage of recorded video that is motion related, and licensing data, which 
enables users to determine whether DVR firmware has been updated to support specific features and functionality. 
These screens are fully customizable, allowing users to view only the information they want in a tabular, easily 
indexed format.

Scheduling and Alerts for Proactive Device Management 
Automatic email alerts notify users when DVRs require attention, allowing organizations to monitor recording devices 
proactively and respond to problems quickly and efficiently. With this feature, system administrators can schedule 
status checks at specific times for specific conditions — hard disk status or hard disk temperature, camera outages, or 
events, for example — and receive email notification if an issue needs to be addressed. Authorized personnel can 
schedule these alerts to repeat as often as preferred, whether every hour or once each day.

Enterprise DVR management software for 
Nextiva NetDVR II, NetDVR, microDVR II, and  
microDVR devices

Ideal for retail, financial, and other 
commercial organizations

User-friendly dashboard interface for quick, 
easy, system-wide DVR status checks

DVR audits for collecting detailed 
information about networked recording 
devices, including storage capacity and 
licensing data

Automatic email alerts when DVRs require 
attention

Why Verint? A versatile solution that can 
streamline the management of thousands of 
enterprise DVRs

At A Glance
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Firmware and Password Management for Streamlined Operations
Op-Center provides powerful management features, including DVR Password 
Management, for scheduling password updates and managing user and admin 
passwords by defined region; DVR Groups and Database Management, for assigning 
groups of DVRs by status, region, and type; and DVR Firmware Management, for 
managing firmware updates across the enterprise.

A Feature-Rich Platform for DVR Management
With an intuitive interface, at-a-glance status checks, and programmable email 
notifications, Op-Center delivers a powerful enterprise solution for managing DVRs. 
Designed for remote, centralized device management, the software streamlines 
operations, virtually eliminating the need to visit individual sites to check on DVRs, 
promotes system uptime and effectiveness, and simplifies the management of hundreds 
or thousands of video recording devices.

The Op-Center dashboard displays DVR information in an easy-to-read, color-coded 
format, with red, yellow, and green indicators, so users can see at a glance the 
operational status of all networked DVRs.

Transforming Video into Value
Verint is the worldwide leader in networked video, a “single source” for virtually every 
facet of your video surveillance operations: from cameras, encoders, and intelligent 
DVRs to video management, viewing, and analytic software. Designed to enhance 
any video network — large or small, wired or wireless, mostly analog or mostly IP, 
and everywhere in between — Verint solutions help organizations like yours realize the 
benefits of IP video using legacy video investments. With multi-tiered support programs, 
expert services, and the award-winning Nextiva video portfolio, Verint transforms video 
into value for our partners and customers.


